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Celebrate the arrival of spring with this lovely green Pistachio Pudding Cake.
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n Feb. 14, it finally happened.
Each year, a pair of starlings
makes their way into a
small hole in the screen of our
attic window. They are only
humble starlings, one of the
least appreciated birds, but this
year, the return of those little
birds was a hopeful sign that this
horrendous winter was actually
going to end. Each morning as
the sun begins it’s steady work of
melting away the mess, those little
birds peep and flutter and begin
their own work of preparing a
new nest — the first sweet notes
of spring. Now, in mid-March,
the careful observer can see
little signs of warmer weather
everywhere.

Laura Hunt Angel

Tunnel of Fudge Cake is a treasure trove of walnuts and fudge.

Because it uses boxed cake
and pudding mix it’s easy to put
together for a weekend or quick
Sunday Specials
company dessert.
When I was young, by this time
Tunnel Of Fudge Cake was a
of year, our family was usually
real novelty in our household. It
beginning to run low on many of
is not a light, delicate cake, but
our home-canned vegetables and
more like a huge brownie filled
fruits, so we would sometimes get
with fudge that magically forms
to enjoy “store bought” items, or
as it bakes and cools. One year
at least things made out of store
our mother received a Bundt pan
bought ingredients.
as a gift, and this cake was one of
At my home church,
the first things she made in that
springtime was when we held
pan. Until the walnut tree that
“Old Fashioned Day”, something
our mother planted from a nut
that a few congregations still
Marilyn S. Morris photo got big enough, walnuts were a
celebrate. One of my older sisters, The food writer’s father, Eugene Spencer Hunt, poses with our crowing store bought item that we did not
Lizzie, was quite a seamstress,
hen, “Solo.”
have very often so this recipe was
and she and my mother designed
reserved for special occasions.
until the bird freed itself from the
More Feathered Friends
beautiful and authentic prairie
Usually our father help shell the
shell.
It
became
a
house
duck
for
Most springs, my father and
dresses and bonnets for all six of
quite some time, sleeping in a box nuts; we kids lost interest in that
I would head to the feed store
us girls. (This was before my baby
aspect pretty quickly.
in my bedroom and then taking
to pick out baby ducks and
brother, Joe came along.) This
Somehow the recipe for this
over
our
enclosed
back
porch.
It
chicks. I loved the yearly trip and
special Sunday was one of the few
was a female that I named Bumbo, magic fudge cake was lost to us
remember well how the broad
occasions that my mother made
until, a few years after my mother’s
and she was deathly afraid of
wooden floor boards clattered as
use of some of those rare store
death, one of us kids got the
we walked into the mill, which was thunderstorms.
bought things that we normally
Most of the sweets my mother bright idea to look for it on the
several stories high and smelled of
considered too expensive, like
internet. We learned that it was the
fresh cracked corn. We could hear made, including cakes, were
boxed cake mix.
made with our duck eggs. Around Pillsbury Bake-Off Contest winner
the chicks peeping as soon as we
Though they are not
in 1966. It is made from scratch
the end of March they would
entered the store.
particularly old recipes, there are
and somewhat more complicated
usually start laying again and she
My father favored the large
two cakes that I associate with that
that the Pistachio cake, but it is not
especially enjoyed making use
Rhode Island Reds and Jersey
special Sunday in spring: Pistachio
difficult.
of them, claiming that there was
Giants, large breed chickens that
Pudding Cake and Tunnel Of
nothing better than duck eggs
are useful for both laying and
Fudge Cake. The two cakes, with
The Recipes
in her cakes. She preferred our
meat. My sister, Suzi, was out on
their lime green chocolate brown
our hill one day eating sour apples chicken eggs for breakfast, but
Pistachio Pudding Cake
batters, look great together on a
and crowing at the chickens, when would use them for baking when
dessert table, too.
This recipe appears to have
one of the hens, a Red, responded duck eggs weren’t available as
Mama didn’t usually eat sweets, in kind. I have never heard of
been introduced by the Kraft
they were, in her opinion, still far
her real favorites were tart or
Foods Corp., using their Jell-O
superior to eggs from a grocery.
a hen crowing, before or since.
downright sour foods like her
pudding mix. A dusting of
After Chuck and I became
Daddy said she must be trying
homemade brine pickles and
powdered sugar is really all this
engaged, he took me to get
to sing a solo, and that’s how she
sauerkraut. My father, a real sweet earned her name. Solo was the
reacquainted with his family, most simple cake needs to dress it up,
lover, used to tease her that “those most gentle of all of our birds and
of whom I hadn’t seen since I was and the almond flavoring makes
McGregors just love half spoiled
it a nice treat to enjoy with a cup
a child. When we walked into the
would let us pet her just as if she
food.” When she ate sweets it was were a pup.
of coffee. It is often wrapped
kitchen of his sister, Jean, and
usually something with berries or
and chilled before serving. You
Our ducks were also large and old family friend who was sitting
apples. She did, however, enjoy
can lower the sugar content
at the table exclaimed, “The last
looked like the Aflac duck. They
baking these easy cakes and
time I saw you, you were running substantially by using sugar-free
were of the Pekin variety, a breed
would have a small slice with us
mixes, and processing a little
around in the back yard in a dirty
that was introduced in the 1870s
once in a while.
Splenda until it becomes a fine
little dress chasing chickens!” I
primarily as laying stock. Pekins
When most of us kids were
powder to use in place of the
are docile birds, and ours waddled may very well have been trying
home and Mama got to baking, we freely around in the yard with our to gather eggs for one of my
powdered sugar.
1 box yellow cake mix
would all flutter around her in the lone goose.
mother’s cakes.
1 4-serving size box instant pistakitchen watching the process as
One year when I was in middle
chio pudding mix
if she were a medieval alchemist
school, I came home to discover
Easy Does It
4 eggs
attempting to whip up gold
that a nest of our duck eggs had
Pistachio Pudding Cake is
11⁄2 cups water
nuggets. I’m sure we were in the
hatched — all but one. I took
the first cake I really remember
1⁄2 cup oil
way, but she seemed to enjoy our
the remaining egg and gently
watching my mother bake. I loved 1⁄2 teaspoon almond extract
excitement and there was always
nicked a little hole in the shell and the fact that it was green, one
A few drops green food coloring
a lot of laughter in her kitchen. It
discovered that the little duckling
reason why this cake is so nice for Powdered sugar for dusting
was a happy place.
was alive. I held it in my hand
ushering in the spring sunshine.
Preheat oven to 350 degrees;

grease and flour a 10” tube pan. (You
can use a 9x13 pan as well, but the
tube pan offers a prettier
presentation.) Blend the cake and
pudding mixes together in a large
mixing bowl. Add the remaining
ingredients and blend with a mixer
on low speed until moistened, then
beat on medium for 2 minutes. Pour
into prepared pan. Bake 50-55
minutes or until top springs back
when lightly pressed. Cool in the pan
for about 15 minutes, then remove
from pan and cool completely before
dusting with powdered sugar. 12-14
servings.

Tunnel of Fudge Cake
The most important rule of
success for this rich cake is to
not overbake it and to use the
full amount of nuts called for, as
they help to create the magical
fudge filling. Actual sugar, not
a substitute, must be used. The
original recipes calls for using
either butter or margarine; butter
tends to burn easily so I chose
margarine. The only leavening in
this cake is the eggs so make sure
they are fresh, and blend it by
hand, not with a mixer.
For the cake:
13⁄4 cups regular sugar
13⁄4 cups margarine, softened
6 eggs
2 cups powdered sugar
21⁄4 cups flour (original recipe calls
for Pillsbury Best brand)
3⁄4 cup cocoa
2 cups chopped walnuts
For the glaze:
3⁄4 cup powdered sugar
1⁄4 cup cocoa
4-6 teaspoons milk
Preheat oven to 350 degrees;
grease and flour a 12-cup Bundt type
pan. In a large mixing bowl, combine
regular sugar and margarine, beating
until light and fluffy. Add the eggs
one at a time, beating well after each
addition. Gradually blend in the 2
cups of powdered sugar. Blend in the
flour and cocoa; fold in the nuts. Pour
batter into prepared pan, spreading
evenly. Bake for 45-50 minutes or
until the cake begins to pull away
from the sides of the pan. Cool in the
pan on a wire rack for 11⁄2 hours;
invert onto a cake plate and cool for
another 2 hours.
In a small bowl, combine the glaze
ingredients and drizzle it over the
cake. Store tightly covered; about 16
servings.

